A competitive layer model for cellular neural networks.
This paper discusses a Competitive Layer Model (CLM) for a class of recurrent Cellular Neural Networks (CNNs) from continuous-time type to discrete-time type. The objective of the CLM is to partition a set of input features into salient groups. The complete convergence of such networks in continuous-time type has been discussed first. We give a necessary condition, and a necessary and sufficient condition, which allow the CLM performance existence in our networks. We also discuss the properties of such networks of discrete-time type, and propose a novel CLM iteration method. Such method shows similar performance and storage allocation but faster convergence compared with the previous CLM iteration method (Wersing, Steil, & Ritter, 2001a). Especially for a large scale network with many features and layers, it can significantly reduce the computing time. Examples and simulation results are used to illustrate the developed theory, the comparison between two CLM iteration methods, and the application in image segmentation.